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STM NUMBERS
83.000.000 €

64%

336.000

2017 SALES
TURNOVER

EXPORTS
PERCENTAGE

GEARBOXES
PRODUCED / YEAR

46.000 m2

151

18.000

SIZE STRUCTURE

WORKSHOP’ S
MACHINES

STOCK
PALLETS

987.000 €

78

2017 R&D
INVESTMENTS

COUNTRIES
SALES NETWORK

320

58.000

NUMBER
OF EMPLOYEES

BARCODES IN
WAREHOUSE

DISTRIBUTION
STM LOMBARDIA

STM SWEDEN

STM SOUTH AFRICA

STM PIEMONTE

STM USA

STM INDIA

STM VENETO

STM MEXICO

STM ASIA PACIFIC

STM SERVICE

STM ARGENTINA

STM BEIJING (CN)

STM SUD

STM DO BRASIL

STM KOREA

STM DEUTSCHLAND

STM PARAGUAY

STM AUSTRALIA

STM IBERIA
STM POWER TRANSMISSION (UK)
STM AANDRIJFTECHNIEK (NL)
STM SCHWEIZ
STM TRANSMISSIONS (FR)
STM SLOVAKIA
STM UKRAINE
STM RUSSIA
GSM SIBERIA
STM FINLAND

EMPOWERING YOUR IDEAS

MISSION

STANDARD

LEAFLETS

Designing and manufacturing innovative and reliable solutions for
power transmission and control in the industrial sectors, promoting
sustainable development shared worldwide.
S.T.M. is market driven and strives to be a company “easy to work
with” and with high customer orientation for creating long term
partnerships.
Our Values: Transparency, Cooperation and Wilfulness.

Standard line, thanks to its
flexibility in application, is the
best value for money.

S.T.M. is consistently committed to research and develop specific products for a wide range of applications.
The evolution of the market, mainly in the field of energy, calls for innovative solutions, more efficient
and sustainable each time. S.T.M. takes up the challenge and sets to develop a full range of products
that can meet each new demand and requirement as one of its main objectives.

HIGH TECH
CERTIFICATIONS
Year after year S.T.M. and G.S.M. have been developing and
consolidating a worldwide acknowledged know–how in designing and
building power transmission products and components.

The High Tech line is designed
to provide the best results
in those applications requiring
top performance in continual
use, so that durability is
the best solution.

This knowledge and experience in designing and building was certified
in full conformity with ISO 9001 International Quality Certification
Rules.

ELECTRONIC
SERVICES

Electronic line is an important
reference in every control
integrated system for logistics.

INTERACTIVE
Focus on interactivity and quality of service to their customers, S.T.M.
and G.S.M. provide the opportunity to check “on line” the orders status.

COMPANY PROFILE

TECHNICAL CATALOGUES

Our company,
introduced to the global
audience.

Performances
and technical
characteristics.

WEBSITE

CONFIGURATOR

Our company, everywhere.
www.stmspa.com

Our products, customized
on your needs.

AFTER SALES
A service managed by dedicated staff to ensure a high standard
in response time.
CATALOGUES ARCHIVE
A digital archive supplies all information for items
that are no longer produced.
RED BUTTON
Assembly and shipment within 48h.

CUSTOM

EXHIBITIONS

Custom line provides a good solution to those requests for the development of a specifically intended
product for customers special applications.

Meet us at the most important exhibitions
around the world.

